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Abstract

Reducing access times to secondary I/O devices has
long been the focus of many systems researchers.
With traditional disk drives, access time is the com-
position of transfer time, seek time and rotational la-
tency, so many techniques as to minimize these fac-
tors, such as ordering I/O requests or intelligently
placing data, have been developed. MEMS-based
storage devices are seen by many as a replacement
or an augmentation for modern disk drives, but al-
gorithms for reducing access time for MEMS-based
storage are still poorly understood. These devices,
based on MicroElectroMechanical systems (MEMS),
use thousands of active read/write heads working in
parallel on a non-rotating magnetic substrate, elimi-
nating rotational latency from the access time equa-
tion. This leaves seek time as the dominant vari-
able. Therefore, new data layout techniques based
on minimizing the unique seek time characteristics
of a MEMS-based storage device can be developed.
This paper begins to examine the access qualities of
a MEMS-based storage device, and based on experi-
mental simulation, develops an understanding of the
seek time characteristics of such a device. These
characteristics then allow us to identify equivalent
regions in which to place data for improved access.

1 Introduction

Modern disk drives can no longer keep up with the
performance trends of integrated circuit (IC) technol-
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ogy. The RAM-to-disk memory hierarchy gap is in-
creasing at a rate of 50% per year [4], creating a per-
formance bottleneck in computer systems. To com-
pensate for this behavior, many techniques based on
limiting the seek and rotational latency of a disk drive
have been developed to improve disk, and therefore,
system performance [6, 13]. These techniques in-
clude placing data on disk, based on workload, to
reduce the time to access that data [8, 9, 11].

Traditional rotating disks have a cylindracal layout
that has just one degree of freedom, making data lay-
out a one-dimensional problem. MEMS-based stor-
age, however, uses a two-dimensional array of read
and write heads that act in parallel on a non-rotating
media sled. Applying analogous layout techniques
to MEMS-based storage suggests that this approach
will not take full advantage of the parallelism or ad-
ditional degree of locality inherent in the device.

Griffin et al. have shown that for a limited class
of MEMS devices, one-dimensional placement and
scheduling can be applied efficiently [3]. In this
work, data is placed on the MEMS-device in longitu-
dinally sequential tracks, similar to tracks on a disk
drive. However, this method is preferred only if a
long longitudinal seek takes less time than a smaller
latitudinal seek.

To better develop an understanding of the access
time characteristics of a MEMS-device we have cre-
ated a device simulator that generates seek times
from any two points on the device, implementing a
device motion model formulated at the University
of California, Santa Cruz (UCSC) [7]. In brief, we
model the physical and mechanical forces that affect
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Figure 1: The low level data layout of a MEMS device.

the positioning time of the sled using a differential
equation:

m ẍ
� λ ẋ

�
kx � Ku � t � (1)

Equation 1 allows us, in particular, to model the
spring like behavior exhibited when positioning the
media sled; forces such as non-constant accelera-
tion and damping not accounted for in related work
[2, 3, 10]. Data attained from simulation has en-
abled us to observe equivalence regions, or areas of
media that share the same seek times from a fixed
point, where like data can be stored to improve ac-
cess times. This technique of identifying equivalence
regions for improving system performance through
intelligent layout and scheduling has previously been
applied to disk drives [6]. We present results that are
contradictory to those presented in the MEMS litera-
ture, and propose an enhanced data layout technique
based on these seek characteristics.

2 MEMS Background

In this section we provide a brief low-level descrip-
tion of a MEMS-based storage device. It is impor-
tant to note that because this device is still in its
infancy, many of the details are still uncertain. Al-
though there are many potential architectures [5,12],
we have based the physical parameters of our ex-
perimental model on the specification from Carnegie

Mellon University (CMU) [1, 2].

A MEMS-based storage is comprised of two main
components: groups of probe tips called tip arrays
that are used to access data on a movable media sled
that slides in the x and y directions. Figure 1 illus-
trates the low level data layout of MEMS-based stor-
age device. The media sled is logically broken into
tip regions, defined by the area that is accessible by
a single head, approximately 2000 by 2000 bits in
size. Multiple probe tips1 read or write bits in par-
allel to their respective tip regions using orthogonal
magnetic recording techniques. Each tip region is
then separated into tip tracks, or the full stride of
single tip. The tip tracks are further separated into
tip sectors, the smallest accessible unit, analogous to
disk drive sectors. Tip sectors are indexed by the tu-
ple � x � y � tip � , where x and y are some distance coor-
dinates and tip is a tip number. Therefore, we define
a tip track as all tip sectors who share the same x and
tip, and a cylinder as all tip tracks who share the same
x. To access data, the sled is positioned over the ap-
propriate sectors and accessed in parallel by moving
in the y direction.

1Because of power and heat considerations, not all tips will
be able to be active at the same time. Instead, 200 to 2000 si-
multaneously active tips are expected.
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Figure 2: Equivalence regions for the top-left sector.

3 Seek Time Analysis

To develop an understanding of the seek time char-
acteristics of a MEMS-based device, we conducted
experiments using the UCSC positioning model and
the physical parameters provided by CMU. By fixing
a starting sector, we can then determine the physi-
cal distance and seek time to all other sectors on the
device. We chose to examine three regions of the
media sled in particular: the top-left, the center-left,
and near-center. Because the device is symmetrical
in nature, these positions map to all other corners of
the device.

Figure 2 illustrates the seek time verses distance
results gathered by setting the fixed sector to the top-
left corner, and then seeking to all other sectors on
the device. The various shades and, in the case of the
3D graph, levels, represent equivalent seek time re-
gions based on a 0.1 ms granularity. There is a clear
rectangular stratification, where layers of equivalent
seek time regions exist on the media sled. Intuitively,
seek times increase as the destination sector moves
away from the starting sector. It is interesting to note
that the regions grow thicker proportional to the dis-
tance away from the starting sector.

Figure 3 shows the surface and 3D seek times to
all sectors, starting from the center-left sector. This
data shows the same stratification as seen in Figure 2.

What is more apparent in the surface graph, however,
is the very rectangular relationship the equivalence
regions have to the starting sector. Said another way,
there exists a ratio of width and height where data
benefits from being placed within that region. Fig-
ure 4 is a near-center representation of the same seek
time analysis, and again shows the very rectangular
nature of the equivalence regions.

These results are contradictory to those in the lit-
erature, as the device does not exhibit any bene-
fit from a “cylindrical” layout, compared to mod-
ern disk drives. Placing data in cylinders will incur
greater access latency contrasted to data that used a
rectangular placement policy. For example, consider
data written to a MEMS-device that exceeds a sin-
gle cylinder in size. If we lay these data out within
a single equivalence zone, then during random ac-
cess, there will be no seeks worse than the cost that
bounds that zone. Whereas a cylindrical layout will
incur the seek the cost of crossing many equivalence
zones, increasing access latency.

4 Future Work

Based on the results from Section 3, it is evident that
a direct application of current disk drive data lay-
out will be insufficient, and possibly detrimental to
the performance of a MEMS-based storage device.
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Figure 3: Equivalence regions for the center-left sector.

Figure 4: Equivalence regions for a near-center sector.
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It is our affinity to suggest a data layout policy that
prefers rectangular placement over track and cylin-
der placement. By developing a heuristic for the
cost of placing data in the x direction versus the y,
we believe we can achieve greater performance from
this two dimensional device. However, in order to
further back our claim of rectangular stratification,
we will need to perform similar seek time analysis
on future generations of MEMS-device models as
more information about the actual device character-
istics are revealed. Furthermore, results comparing a
ratio-based placement algorithm to the standard lay-
out techniques will be necessary.
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